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Summary

What are Brown Dwarfs and why do we care about them?.

What the Dark Energy Survey can do for us?

Classifying Brown Dwarfs using DES + Infrared data.

Creation of realistic Brown Dwarfs simulations.

A catalogue of more than 10,000 brown dwarfs.

- Thin disk scale height of early brown dwarfs
- Discovery of hundreds of “benchmark” systems
- Spectroscopic follow-up to confirm methodology



They are the least massive “stars”. M < 0.07 MSUN , 13 < MJ < 50  

What are Brown Dwarfs?

They never reach the Main 
Sequence, neither starts 
hydrogen fusion*.

Very cool atmospheres

(500K < T < 2800K)

Very low luminosity.  



First predicted in the sixties but only spectroscopically 
confirmed around 1995

Models predict they are as 
abundant as stars. 

Until now, only a few 
thousands have been 
found.

What are Brown Dwarfs?







First confirmed Brown Dwarf: Teide 1

Curiosities



Curiosities

1) Substellar objects = Brown Dwarfs + Giant plantes

Brown Dwarf Giant Planet



Curiosities

1) Substellar objects = Brown Dwarfs + Giant plantes
2) They are not brown

Na lamp Absortion “Purple” dwarf



Curiosities

1) Substellar objects = Brown Dwa
2) They are not brown
3) Two new spectral types:

 L and T types (+ Y)

As a function of mass/temperature, 
spectral types goes from L0 to L9 
then from T0 to T9



Physical Properties

Spectra dominated by dust and 

molecular absorption. 

M dwarfs -> strong TiO and VO bands

L dwars -> FeH CrH, MgH, CaH bands 

and I, Ki, Cls. 



Physical Properties

Spectra dominated by dust and 

molecular absorption. 

M dwarfs -> strong TiO and VO bands

L dwars -> FeH CrH, MgH, CaH bands 

and I, Ki, Cls. 

NIR: strong H2O and CO bands



Physical Properties

Spectra dominated by dust and 

molecular absorption. 

T dwarfs -> strong CH4 bands

Y dwarfs -> T<500K, 

Planetary masses



Luminosity from gravitational contraction and cooling from initial 
contraction.

Start out warm and bright, evolve to later and cooler spectral types 
as they age.

Thermonuclear processes don’t dominate their evolution.

Least massive brown dwarfs have largest radii (peak at 4MJ).

Their cores are convective metallic hydrogen/helium mixtures for 
most combinations of mass and age.

Mass – age degeneracy for given spectral type.

Physical Properties



Burrows et al 2001



Why to study Brown Dwarfs?

● They are the low-mass extreme star formation:
● Is there a low-mass star formation cut off?
● Is the formation ratio of BDs to stars a constant?

● Why is the substellar IMF seen in clusters different to the Solar 
neighbourhood?  (e.g. Burningham et al 2010, 2013)

   They are the high-mass extreme of planet formation
● Useful analogues for giant planetary atmospheres
● BD desert: lack of BD secondaries at close separation from Sun-like 

primaries



Why to study Brown Dwarfs?

● Mass function, SFH and spatial distribution still fairly unconstrained
● Evolutionary models still lack details, specially for T and Y dwarfs 

down to low-masses and/or old ages. 
● Need to explore other directions in order to a correct modelling and 

abundances.



What is Dark Energy Survey?



It is a 6 year “galaxy” survey covering 1/8th of the sky in the 
southern hemisphere.

Screening the sky in 5 bands grizY(+ u?). Nominal depth iAB 
= 24 at 10σ  + 30 deg sq time domain griz (SNe).

2500 deg sq overlap with SPT + further overlap with VHS, 
CMB...

When finished, it will be the biggest galaxy survey to date 
with a total volume of 2PB. Astronomy in the era Big Data!

What is Dark Energy Survey?



What makes DES suitable for Brown Dwarfs?
BD are very red, well suited for DECam spectral response (+ infrared)



Brown dwarf formation history of the Galaxy

● DES might constrain spatial 
distribution as never before

● Scale height is unique tracer of 
brown dwarf formation history of 
Galaxy



Summarizing

We have a huge survey to unprecedented depth.

Expected to have thousands of Brown Dwarfs on the field, 

Which are one the most unexplored objects in the Milky Way.

Lets try find them and see if we can measure the scale height and compare 
with expected numbers depending on thin thick disk parameters.

Difficulties: 

Photometric classification (only a handful of spectroscopically 
confirmed brown dwarfs in DES footprint so far)

Lack of realistic simulations 



Summarizing

We have a huge survey to unprecedented depth.

Expected to have thousands of Brown Dwarfs on the field, 

Which are one the most unexplored objects in the Milky Way.

Lets try find them and see if we can measure the scale height and compare 
with expected numbers depending on thin/thick disk parameters.

Difficulties: 

Photometric classification (only a handful of spectroscopically 
confirmed brown dwarfs in DES footprint so far)

Lack of realistic simulations 



Photometric classification of Brown Dwarfs in DES

Magnitude is a proxy of distance (pseudo-candles). 

Main contaminants: High redshift quasars + M stars

Difficulties:

- Very few Brown Dwarfs available for calibration (~70 known 
brown dwarfs in the DES footprint)

- DES filters do not overlap with main spectral features, particularly 
in the T regime

- Spectral classification using photometry







Method used (no big data)

1) With known BD, estimate colors as a function of type 
2) Match DES catalog to VHS and WISE
3) Clean DES+VHS+WISE sample
4) Pre-select color space for search
5) Minimization of target sample versus calibration
6) Removal of contaminants
7) In parallel. Realistic simulations of number counts
8) With preliminary sample:

a) Spectroscopic follow-up
b) Thin disk scale height of early types
c) Benchmark systems search



With known BD, estimate colors as a function of type 



Pre-select color space for search



Match DES catalog to VHS and WISE + Clean DES+VHS+WISE sample



Minimization of target sample versus calibration



Properties and contamination

Pseudo standard candles



Realistic simulations of spatial distribution

Existing simulations are not reliable

GALMOD BD

Compute expected Galactic counts of 
LT dwarfs as a function of MW 
structural parameters. 

Outputs as a function of magnitude 
and color, using empirically determined 
space density of objects 

Absolute magnitudes and colors as a 
function of spectral type. 





Thin disk scale height comparison



the discovery of 255 binary and six multiple system candidates with wide (> 5") 
separation composed by L or T dwarfs companions to stars, plus nine double 
brown dwarf systems. 

Increasing the census of L and T dwarfs in wide binary 
and multiple systems using DES DR1 and Gaia DR2 data







What is next

Ongoing analysis

- Use DES Y6 data up to z~22.7 (x3)
- Spectral follow-up to confirm our estimates based on contamination and 

completeness. We were granted several hours in Gemini ESO telescopes 
(8 meters) + SOAR (4 meters)

- Thin disk scale height fit for early and late types
- Photometric variability for identification of young systems. 
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Galmod model 10 minutos

The code requires several choices of structural parameters for the Galaxy, such as the density law and local normalization of each Galactic component. Equally crucial are parameters 
that govern the region of the sky and magnitude and colour ranges where the expected counts will be computed.

Currently only one choice of LF is available, taken from Table 8 of Marocco et al (2015, MNRAS, 449, 3651). More specifically, for types earlier than L4, we use Cruz et al (2007, AJ, 133, 
439) space density values; from L4 to T5 we use those of Marocco et al (2015, MNRAS, 449, 3651) themselves, and for later types than T5 we use Burningham et al (2013, MNRAS, 
433, 457).

C-T relations come from Knapp et al (2004, AJ, 127, 3553) and Dupuy & Liu (2012, ApJS, 201,19). (i-z) vs. type and (z-J) vs. type relations are visual linear fits to the upper left panels in 
Figure 3 of Knapp et al (2004, AJ, 127, 3553). To build z-Y, z-J(MKO), Y-J(MKO), z-J(2MASS), Y-J(2MASS) C-T relations we use polynomial fits to the absolute magnitude vs. type 
relation from Dupuy & Liu (2012). Y(MKO), M_J(MKO), M_J(2MASS), M_H, M_H(2MASS), M_K, M_K(2MASS), M_W1, M_W2, M_W3 vs. type relations are taken from Figures 25, 26, 
and 28, and Table 14 of Dupuy & Liu (2012). With all these empirical relations of absolute magnitude as a function of spectral type in hand, we then obtain the corresponding C-T 
relations.

The expected number counts are computed by direct application of the fundamental equation of stellar statistics. 

In summary, given a choice of apparent magnitude range in some filter, and some direction in the sky, we go through distance steps and for each of them, find the range of LT spectral 
types whose absolute magnitudes fit into the chosen apparent magnitude range. We then compute the volume element at the chosen direction and distance and multiply it by the 
appropriate LF value.

The final number count as a function of apparent magnitude is the sum of these contributions for all appropriate combinations of spectral types (through their associated absolute 
magnitudes) and distances. Because we also have colour vs type relations, we can also perform the same integral over distance and type range to compute number counts as a function 
of colour.

Galmod_bds incorporates extinction and redenning using the Schlegel et al maps, although it can also use Burstein & Heiles maps. Conversion from A_V and E(B-V) to SDSS A_i, A_z 
and E(i-z) are based on Ann et al (2008, ApJ Suppl. Ser. 179, 326). For the Y band we use DES values from doc-db #6229 (Y transmission) and #7399 (Extinction law). For the J and 
longer wavelengths, we use the table from http://ned.ipac.caltech.edu/level5/Mathis/Mathis2_3.html 

http://ned.ipac.caltech.edu/level5/Mathis/Mathis2_3.html

